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SUMMARY

Scope:

| This routine safety inspection by the resident inspectors involved the areas ,

; of operations, maintenance and surveillance, engineering support, plant :

| support, and other areas. Inspections were conducted during normal working l

hours, on back shift, deep back shift, holidays, and weekends.

Results:

In the areas inspected, a Violation (325,324/94-07-01) was identified with
three examples cited: Failure to Implement Procedures (paragraph 2.f).
Additionally, an Unresolved Item (325,342/94-07-02) was identified: SPDS Does
Not Meet Design Criteria, paragraph 4,b.

A strength was identified in the planning and decontamination of the Unit 2 |

RHR system (paragraph 5.b.)

Unit 1 operated at essentially 100% power for.the reporting period. Unit 2
shutdown and started an anticipated 92 day refueling outage on March 26, 1994.
The refueling outage appeared to be better planned than previous outages.
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REPORT DETAILS
,

1. Persons Contacted

Licensee Employees

*K. Ahern, Manager - Operations Support and Work Control
1 *R. Anderson, Vice President - Brunswick Nuclear Plant

*G. Barnes, Manager - Operations, Unit 1
*M. Bradley, Manager - Brunswick Project Assessment.

*J. Cowan, Acting Director - Site Operations
G. Honma, Supervisor - Regulatory Compliance

*N. Gannon, Manager - Maintenance, Unit 1
*R. Grazio, Manager - Brunswick Engineering Support Section
J. Heffley, Manager - Maintenance, Unit 2
G. Hicks, Manager - Training>

*P. Leslie, Manager - Security
*W. Levis, Acting Plant Manager - Unit 1
R. Lopriore, Manager - Regulatory Affairs2

C. Pardee, Manager - Technical Supporti

*C. Robertson, Manager - Environmental & Radiological Control
*J. Titrington, Manager - Operations, Unit 2
*C. Warren, Plant Manager - Unit 2

; *G. Warriner, Manager - Control and Administration j

E. Willett, Manager - Project Management i

a

Other licensee employees contacted included construction craftsmen,
engineers, technicians, operators, office personnel and security force
members.

* Attended the exit interview.

Acronyms and initialisms used in the report are listed in the last
paragraph.

j 2. Operations
1

a. Operational Safety Verification (71707)

The inspectors verified that Unit 1 and Unit 2 were operated in |

compliance with Technical Specifications and other regulatory j
requirements by direct observations of activities, facility tours, I
discussions with personnel, review of records and independent |
verification of safety system status.4

'

|The inspectors verified that control room manning requirements of |

10 CFR 50.54 and the Technical Specifications were met. Control I
,

operator, shift supervisor, clearance, STA, daily and standing.

instructions and jumper / bypass logs were reviewed to obtain
information concerning operating trends and out of service safety

'
systems to ensure that there were no conflicts with Technical
Specification Limiting Conditions for Operations. Direct
observations of control room panels and instrumentation and
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recorded traces important to safety were conducted to verify
operability and that operating parameters were within Technical !
Specification limits. The inspectors observed shift turnovers to '

verify that system status continuity was maintained. The |
inspectors also verified the status of selected control room ;

'annunciators.

Operability of a selected Engineered Safety Feature division was
verified weekly by ensuring that: each accessible valve in the
flow path was in its correct position; each power supply and
breaker was closed for components that must activate upon ,

initiation signal; the RHR subsystem cross-tie valve for each unit |
was closed with the power removed from the valve operator; there
was not leakage of major components; there was proper lubrication

,

I and cooling water available; and conditions did not exist which
could prevent fulfillment of the system's functional requirements.
Instrumentation essential to system actuation or performance was |
verified operable by observing on-scale indication and proper ;

instrument valve lineup, if accessible. |

The inspector verified the valve lineup for the CS, HPCI and RHR
systems for both units during this inspection period. Both CS
systems and the Unit 1 HPCI and RHR systems were in their normal

i lineup. The inspector observed that the Unit 2 HPCI system was
lined up to the torus because of a leaking check valve from the
condensate storage tank. The Unit 2 RHR A Loop was also lined up

|
to the torus for torus cooling to support HPCI and RCIC testing.

! The inspector verified that the above systems were returned to the
normal lineup upon the completion of repairs and testing.

b. Control Rod Drive Pump 2 A (71707)

,
While conducting backshift tours on March 9, the inspector noted

I that the noise level of the running 2A CR0 pump on Unit 2 was much
higher than the running CRD pump on Unit 1. The 2A CRD pump area
was contaminated and roped off so only visual observations cf CRD
pump 2A could be made from a distance of 3 to 8 feet. Closec

,

observations required donning protective clothing. The inspector'

noted that the pump lube oil bubblers were adequately filled and,

'

did not observe any discoloration of this oil. Visual observation
did not reveal any signs of overheating or excessive vibration of
the pump assembly. The same day the inspector discussed this
issue with the Unit 2 plant manager the 2A CRD pump motor
experienced a bearing failure.

A lube oil sample had been taken and analyzed on this component in
| February, 1994. The inspector reviewed the analysis which did not

reveal increased contaminant levels or any abnormalities that
would have indicated potential bearing failure. A review of

,

recent maintenance history found that the pump motor had been'

overhauled in 1992. Although no maintenance practice weaknesses
were identified as a result of the above service, the inspector

|

. __ ,
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did note that the decision by the plant not to maintain this
equipment or the surrounding area as radioactively clean (non
contaminated) created circumstances that may have contributed to
this failure.

!
It is a generally accepted practice for plant operators to monitor
for satisfactory operation of equipment that does not.have
pressure-and temperature gauges installed by " touch" and " feel".
Since this equipment was contaminated, it required operators to
dress out to perform this function on routine rounds. Discussions
with operations personnel indicate that this may not have been
accomplished on each round. The decontamination of this equipment
may have allowed detection and prevention of this nonsafety-
related equipment failure.

c. Preparation for Refueling (60705)

On March 11, 1994, during a tour of the Unit 2 refueling floor
(117'), the inspector observed an individual using a video
camcorder inside the tool control area for the spent fuel pool-
(SFP). The camcorder was not tethered by a lanyard but-held with
the hand strap. The inspector immediately notified the licensee
of this observation.

|

| The licensee's' investigation revealed that the individuals
involved were contractors. They were in the SFP tool control area
without the licensee's knowledge contrary to licensee requirements

i for refueling floor contractors. The licensee immediately-
i restricted the access of the involved individuals. This was
j documented in ACR 94-092.

| The inspector informed the licensee that he believed that the
! camcorder fell within the requirements of AI-106, Cleanliness

Control of Reactor Refueling Floor, which requires that small hand
tools used above the SFP be attached by a lanyard. The licensee
does not consider the camcorder to be a small hand tool and they
believe that the camera handstrap serves the same function as the
lanyard. In addition, they believe that the requirement for
lanyarding material only applies to small items which would be,

! difficult to retrieve and offered several examples to illustrate
their point.

,

The licensee _took additional corrective action by issuing a new
| procedure, Conduct of Refueling Floor Activities for Outage

B211R1, dated March 24, 1994. This procedure delineates duties
and responsibilities of individuals working on the. refueling
floor. The inspector will follow the licensee's control of
contractor activities to determine the effectiveness of their
corrective actions.

On March 23, the inspector observed the uncrating, inspection, and
storage of six new fuel elements. Four of the new fuel elements

___ _ _ - . ._ __ _ _ _ . . . _ ._ _. _ _ - . , - _ , . _ -
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(Serial numbers YJ8591, YJ8592, YJ8600, and YJ8602) were placed in
a new fuel storage vault. Fuel elements (Serial numbers YJ8611,

and YJ8607) were placed in the SFP at locations E6f1 and E6f2,
respectively.a

The inspector reviewed the following work package documents:
!

i WR/JO 94-ABUS 2 New fuel inspection
! OSPP-FUE 501, Rev. 4 Receiving and handling-of new fuel-

bundles
| 0FPP 014, Rev. 7 Control of combustibles, transient.

fire load, and ignition sources |

.| OSPP-RPV 501, Rev. 8 Reactor vessel (and associated i

| components) disassembly for 'l
; refueling . |
~ 2MST-CR51R, Rev. 2 Operating- and visual inspection of . .i

reactor' building crane.

! The inspector observed that the craft reviewed applicable
procedures prior to commencing work. Procedures were followed and !

the work effort proceeded smoothly. The bridge SR0 verified the-

serial numbers of the two fuel cells which were placed in the SFP.-

The SR0 also changed the location of Serial Number YJ8611 when it'

j was found that hoses were cluttering the planned location in the
SFP. The inspector concluded that the work effort was safely -
performed with adequate ~ controls. ;

4

P On March 30, the inspector observed the removal of the reactor
pressure vessel (RPV) head. He also observed some of-the required,

i preparations, including briefings and strong-back attachments.
The licensee did an excellent job in the pre-job and healtht

: physics briefings. The work proceeded cautiously and smoothly.
4 The procedure was at the job site. Discussions with the
; contractor's project manager indicated that he clearly understood
j the licensee's expectations and he had communicated those to his
'

staff.

! On March 31, the inspector observed preparations for the
: acceptance testing for the refueling bridge modifications, Plant
j Modification 92-002. These included the removal of the fuel pool
3 gates. The outer gate required considerable effort to remove. It

! appeared to be binding and could only be moved in incremental
stages. The inspector noted a buildup of an unidentified material-

on the gate that appeared to be the result of oxidation. The
inner gate was readily removed."

'; The refueling bridge acceptance testing was performed by GE and
accomplished by WR/JO 92-AKDQ4. The WR/JO directed that the test' be performed over the core and would test the bridge travel
limits. The testing was accomplished by GE documents RDE 62-1291,

j Startup Test, and GENE 771-14-0294, Unit 2 FANUC Logic Test. PM

3 92-002, Sections 7.11 - 7.13 delineated the acceptance tests which

!

!

- _ _ _ -- . __- - -_ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _
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included the above two tests as well as OPT-18.1, Refueling l

Position Interlock Check. The inspector reviewed the above
documents and noted that PM 92-002, Step 7.13 required the
complete performance of OPT 18.1. Discussion with the GE Test
Engineer revealed that the testing using procedure RDE 62-1291
duplicated the non-load testing portions of OPT 18.1. The
licensee's engineering department evaluated the test and PT-
requirements and revised PM 92-002 to eliminate the test-
duplication. The GE acceptance testing was acceptable after the
adjustment of several limit switches which the inspector observed.

On April 1, the licensee commenced the remaining sections of
OPT 18.1 and found that they were unable to position the refueling
bridge over the core. While troubleshooting, the licensee
determined that a logic problem prevented the bridge from
positioning over the core. A drawing error had caused the logic
problem. The licensee determined that a cable was depicted with |

reversed leads at one end and was wired in accordance with the-
drawing. The discrepancy was repaired and OPT 18.1 was completed
successfully at 12:20 AM on April 2. The inspector observed
portions of OPT 18.1 and noted that the position interlocks were
functioning properly. He noted that there was adequate support i

for the refueling bridge testing and the work was performed
diligently and safely. J

d. Outage Teamwork Meeting

The licensee conducted a series of meetings designed to develop
teamwork and convey management expectations with the plant and
contractor employees who will be involved with the current Unit 2
refueling outage. The outage organization and responsibilities,
scope changes, risk assessment, material exclusions, and schedules
were discussed. The inspector attended several meetings and the
subjects were adequately addressed. He noted that the meetings
were well received and appeared to be beneficial.

e. Engineered Safety Feature System Walkdown (71710)

On March 14, 1994, the inspector completed an electrical and vr.lve
lineup walkdown for the Unit I core spray system. The inspector
verified that all components were positioned in accordance with
Operating Procedure 1-0P-18, Core Spray System Operating
Procedure, Revision 24. He walked down and verified proper
component position for all accessible portions of the system
including a control board walkdown to verify proper indication.
He also reviewed the documented system lineup procedure to verify
that those components located in inaccessible locked high
radiation areas or in the drywell were properly positioned.

The inspector found that the system was properly aligned-and in
agreement with the current revision of the operating procedure.
The material condition of the system was good, all components were

. . - . - .. . - _, .-
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clean, clearly labeled, exhibited no signs of leakage or material
degradation, appeared to be in good working order, and had been
recently painted. No significant discrepancies were identified
during this system walkdown,

f. Configuration Control

In recent months, the licensee has continued to experience a
number of events in the area of proper configuration control. The
inspector reviewed Adverse Conditions Reports (ACRs) which were

i generated for ' configuration control problems identified during the |

period of January, 1993 through March, 1994. The number of events |
has remained relatively constant for the past 15 months with an' !

average of 6 events per month, which demonstrates the i
'ineffectiveness of the licensee's previous corrective actions.

Configuration control problems can be characterized into two
areas. -The first. area involves clearances. This had been a ;

problem, but the licensee's corrective action has resulted in some '

improvement in this area. The second area involves valves and |

components identified as not being in their required positions. )
he licensee has identified an increasing trend.in valves / breakers

b>ing found in the incorrect position.

The following are examples 'of valve / component mispositioning
events:

On February 27, an auxiliary operator (A0) found Unit 1 Instrument
Air Isolation Valve, 1-RNA-IV-2627, in the closed position versus
the open position, as required by Attachment 1 to Operating-
Procedure, 1-0P-46, Revision 77, Instrument and Service Air System
Operating Procedure. The unit was operating at 100% power and the
Instrument Air System was aligned for normal operation. This ;
system supplies instrument air to operate valve 1-CAC-V216, ;

Hardened Wetwell Vent Overboard Isolation Valve. Valve 1-CAC-V216 l

i is an air operated valve which may be opened to relieve contain-
ment pressure in the event of an accident. Instrument air to CAC-
V216 valve was isolated as a result of the closure of valve 1-RNA-
IV-2627. However, because backup nitrogen was still available for,

the operation of 1-CAC-V216, the safety significance of this event
| was minimal.

Preliminary licensee investigation revealed that Procedure 1-
iOP-46, had been completed and signed off as satisfactory on ,'September 19, 1993. However, the investigation was inconclusive

as to the cause of the valve mispositioning. This event was
documented by ACR 94-077. This is identified as the first example
of a Violation of Technical Specification 6.8.1.a: Failure to

j Implement Procedures (325,324/94-07-01).

On March 13, the licensee discovered valve 2-G42-V0ll, a vent
valve ~ in the suction line from the Unit 2 spent fuel pool (SFP),

, . - , ._ . . . . . - - . .
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in the open position when Special Procedure 2-SP-91-047, In-
,

stallation And Acceptance Testing Of Supplemental Fuel Pool
Cooling System, Attachment A, Revision 3, required it to be
closed. The SFP Cooling System was in its normal alignment for
SFP cooling. This valve is the first of two isolation valves for
the vent line on the supplemental SFP cooling system suction line.

'_

The safety significance of this mispositioned valve is minimal as
the second isolation valve (2-G42-V012) was closed.

Preliminary licensee investigation revealed that the valve in;

question was left open by an individual who failed to restore the
: valve to the closed position as required by 2-SP-91-047 on
: March 12. This event was documented in ACR 94-093. This is

identified as the second example of a Violation of Technical
Specification 6.8.1.a.*

I

On April 1, an A0 discovered valve 1-SW-V58, the 1A Conventional
Service Water (CSW) pump discharge pressure gauge root isolation
valve, open when 1-0P-43, Service Water System Operating
Procedure, Attachment 1, Revision 46, required it to be closed.

3 Closing of this valve was intended to prevent damage to the gauge
caused by pressure spikes during pump starts. The safety.

significance is minimal because of the valve's purpose.
;

Preliminary licensee investigation revealed that the service water
.

pumps are being replaced under an ongoing Plant Modification, 82-
.

221L with 1A CSW pump scheduled to be replaced in June,1994.'

When the modification is completed, the 1-0P-43 required valve
position will be changed to open. However, preliminary investiga-
tion could not determine the exact cause of this valve,

mispositioning. This event was documented in ACR 94-420. This is.

; identified as the third example of a Violation of Technical Speci-
,

fication 6.8.1.a. :

I Clearance issues also affect configuration control and continue to I

be a problem. The following are examples of recent clearance;

related configuration control problems:"

; On March 29, with Unit 2 in Mode 5, the control room operators
' received two alarms, HPCI Logic Bus "A" Power Failure and HPCI

Condensate Storage Tank Water Level Low. Following the receipt of4

these alarms, HPCI Torus Suction Valves, 2-E41-F041 and 2-E41-F042
automatically opened. HPCI was aligned to the Condensate Storage
Tank, at the time of this event, the torus was being drained for

, maintenance. These two alarms and the associated valve openings
' were a direct result of de-energizing the HPCI Relay Logic Feeder

Circuit Breaker, 2-4A-13, while hanging clearance 2-94-791A.

The licensee's investigation indicated that the clearance preparer
knew that de-energizing the HPCI Relay Logic Feeder Circuit

'

Breaker would result in de-energizing HPCI logic bus A. The
preparer failed to adequately address or identify the further

,

4
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consequences of de-energizing the HPCI logic bus A. This event
was documented by FACTS 94-00410.

On March 16, the licensee found valve 2-SA-V943, the Pilot Air
Service Valve, closed when it was required to be open. During
cancellation of clearance 2-93-2641 on the Unit 2 Service Air ;

Dryer, the 2A, 28 and 2C Joy air compressors auto started and I
|assumed service air loads. However, the anticipated Service Air

Header low pressure alarm did not annunciate. During the trouble |

shooting, an A0 found the 2-SA-V943 valve in the closed position. l
This valve provides control air to the pneumatic controls of
various valves on the air dryers. The licensee has not determined
the exact cause of this valve misposition. This event was
documented in ACR 94-095.

On March 30, the Unit 1 Hydrogen Water Chemistry (HWC) System
tripped while at 100% power. Unit 2 personnel prepared a clear-'

ance for work on MCC-2TA which supplies power to both units' HWC
systems. While hanging the clearance, MCC-2TA was de-energized
which resulted in a trip of both HWC systems. Licensee investiga-
tion revealed that the clearance preparer failed to realize that
MCC-2TA powered both units' HWC systems. This event was
documented in ACRs 94-105/107.

The immediate corrective action in all the above events included
re-alignment of the respective valves to their proper positions i
and performance of visual inspections to determine if there were
other mispositioned valves in the surrounding area. The immediate
corrective actions were generally adequate and effective.
Additionally, the licensee's emphasis on being more observant of
abnormal conditions has been successful, in that mispositioned
components are being identified by A0s during their rounds.

Based on the number and continuing trend of equipment / valve.

misposition events, an Operations Management Team was established
1 on March 9, 1994, to look into the problem. The team initiated a

detailed study of mispositioned equipment / valves from October 1,
1993 to February 28, 1994. During that period, 23 configuration
control failures were identified. In looking at these events, the
team determined that there were five common causes which
contributed to equipment mispositions:

e Lack of a required Operations review of field revisions to
plant modification acceptance tests.'

* Needed improvements to the locked valve program.
e Operations personnel only conducted a " courtesy review" of

the other unit Special Procedures.
e Inadequate communications and turnovers.
e Configuration control problems related to clearances.
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Based on the results of these findings, the team and Operations
management implemented the following long term corrective actions
to address these common causes:

I

Technical Support was assigned the responsibility for all*

acceptance tests, as outlined in plant procedure MAP-006,
Preparation, Review, Approval, and Performance of Post
Modification Test Procedures. !

IThe Operations Projects team will develop a program toe
determine, identify, and control the positions of locked
valves. I

Operations established a policy requiring a Technical Reviewe
versus " courtesy review" be performed on all Special |
Procedures.

'

The Operations unit or sub-unit managers were required to .e
brief all operators on expectations regarding communications !

and turnover. The following were stressed / reinforced: !

The importance of thorough, adequate, and completee
verbal communications and turnovers.
The importance of complete and detailed log entries.*

e The importance of self-checking.
Establishing the habit of " backing one another up".*

e The requirement for performing valve lineups inside
clearance boundaries when restoring systems to normal
alignment following maintenance - included will be the
revised philosopny that components requiring repositioning

,

during this process not be considered as mispositioned. '

Operations ownership and accountability for the position*

verification of all plant equipment,
e Revision to clearance Procedure, AI-58, effective March 21,

1994, provided the following configuration control
enhancements:

* Eliminate the use of clearance tags for configuration
control.

e Generated an equipment control procedure, Al-58.2,
providing a defined means for control of equipment
using yellow configuration control tags.

The team also developed a performance indicator and established a
goal of zero level 1 and 2 ACRs and 2 or less level 3 ACRs per
month.

One violation with several examples was identified in the area of
configuration control.

g. Unit 2 Refueling (60710)

Unit 2 commenced reducing power on the evening of March 25,
in preparation for the 92 day scheduled refueling outage.
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i The Unit separated from the grid at 3:00 AM on March 26,
i entered mode 2 at 5:44 AM, mode 3 at 1:37 PM, and mode 4 at
i 11:36 PM, on the same day. It was noted that Unit 2 had

operated continuously for.313 ' days at 100% power since beinge

: restarted in April of 1993, following an extended. outage for
: repairs. This was the longest continuous run in the unit's
j history. j

On March 27, the inspector toured several areas of Unit 2-
| that had been inaccessible during power operations. The
: inspector noted little evidence of system leakage or

significant degradation during the extended power run.'

,

; Discussions with Health Physics personnel indicated that |

I radiation levels in the drywell and RHR rooms are higher
i than anticipated. It appears .that.the radiation levels in
i the drywell have increased by a factor of two to three over
i the previous outages. The levels on the 38 foot elevation
i- are reading about 200 mR/hr general area versus past outage
| readings of approximately 75 mR/hr. The recirculation
i risers are reading approximately 2 R/hr. The licensee plans - i

f to decontaminate the recirculation system and risers in |

| early April. I

j'

i. The inspector verified that RHR loop A was correctly aligned 1
j and in use for shutdown cooling and that RHR loop B was in |

| use for suppression pool cooling.- The inspector also
; followed the activities associated with drywell- head
2 removal. During the detensioning of the drywell head hold
i down bolts the licensee experienced several problems

associated with the detensioning equipment and personnel
! expertise which resulted in a 30 hour delay in completing
: this task. This is documented in ACR 94-103. The reactor
i vessel head hold down bolts were detensioned on March 29,
i and the unit entered Mode 5. No significant deficiencies
i were identified during the above activities.

j h. Refueling Activities (60710)
i

j At 12:40 a.m., on April 2, the control room SR0 authorized core
alterations. The first fuel bundle (LYE 362) was removed from the

j core 16 minutes later. The operator was unable to place it at
: location G01 in the SFP because the location was obstructed by the
j splash ring on the supplemental SFP cooling piping. The refueling

SR0 requested an alternate location. The Core Component Sequence,
' (move) sheet was modified and the first fuel bundle was placed in
: the SFP at 1:33 AM.

| On April 4, fuel movement was suspended at 7:30 AM due to a
mispositioned fuel bundle in the SFP. The licensee determined<

; that step 267 of the move sheet was prematurely signed off as-
l being complete and the fuel bundle was placed in the SFP location
! for the next step. Six steps later, it was discovered that the

!

!
.
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fuel bundle in step 268 had not been removed from the core. The
licensee immediately initiated an investigation and assembled all
interested and involved individuals to review the event. A Site
Investigation Team (SIT), headed by the Unit 1 Operations Manager,
was assembled. The inspector attended the combined counselling j
and investigation meeting. It was determined that the refueling l

SR0 had the only move sheet on the bridge and the spotter keyed
from the SR0's-initials. GE personnel stated that at other sites,
both the spotter and the SR0 had move sheets. It was concluded
that there was not independent verification as both individuals
worked from the same document. The SIT also determined that
communications between the refueling bridge and the control room
were not sufficiently detailed in that only the commencement and ,

'

completion of steps were communicated.

The licensee's corrective actions were to counsel the involved
individuals, brief all refueling personnel of the event, issue
separate move sheets to the SR0 and spotter, the spotter is to key
off his move sheet, and communications with the control room ~will
be more detailed in that the component and locations will be

! identified. The inspector reviewed the SIT report and considers
| that the two move sheets should provide more independence and more

detailed communications which should provide an additional barrier
with the control room. Fuel movement was' recommenced at 3:50 PM
on April 4, 1994.

! The inspector concluded that the meetings and investigation were
timely and thorough. They allowed the licensee to arrive at a root-
cause, implement corrective actions, and recommence' fuel movement
with minimal disruptions.

i. Review of Operations LERs (92700)
,

| (Closed) LER 1-93-011, Inadequate Clearance Boundary Results in
' Unplanned Multiple Control Rod Insertions During Scram Discharge

Volume Hydrostatic Test.

The licensee performed a root cause analysis and determined that
the following factors contributed to this event:

| e Operations developed a clearance that relied on compensatory
actions to prevent rod movement.

e Technical Support was unaware of GE lineup recommendations.i

I e A lack of formal communications between the system engineer-
and Operations contributed to the HCUs being over
pressurized by 380 psig,

e Although required by the Daily Instructions, operators
failed to check the pressure of the HCU accumulators under
clearance prior to inserting the scram.

e The late reporting of this event was attributed to an
inadequate Operations review of 01-51, NRC 1-hour, 4-hour,
and 24 hour Reporting Requirements.

- . _ . .- . _. . - . .. . -. ..
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e An inadequate management review of plant conditions and the '

appropriateness of performing the test.

Subsequent investigation by the licensee revealed that the
performance of the test had been influenced by schedule pressures.
The licensee's corrective actions were as follows:

e A Director of Site Operations memo to site management dated
1 October 15, 1993, emphasizing that both risk and schedule

must be evaluated.
e Operating Procedure OP-08, Control Rod Drive Hydraulic

System Operating Procedure, for both units was revised on
January 19, 1994, to include steps for HCU isolation with
cooling water flow in service.

e All shift operators were briefed by Operations management on
,

this issue,

Special Process Procedure OSPP-HYDR 0500, Pressure Testing ofe
Pipe and/or Vessels, Revision 2, was issued January 27,

,

1994, to include required reviews of system configurations,
e The involved individuals were counselled.

The inspector reviewed the documentation and discussed the event,

and corrective actions with licensee personnel. In addition, the

inspector attended several of the Operations' briefings. The
licensee's root cause analysis was adequate and the corrective

,

actions were effective.

j. Licensee Action on Previous Operations Findings (92701, 92702) )

(Closed) Violation 325/93-16-02, Failure to follow OP-8 CRD
Venting Procedure. The event occurred when a reactor operator
assigned to vent 30 control rods took further action, believing it
was permitted under general operating guidelines, and moved the |
control rods additional steps after completing the prescribed i

venting movement. During this evolution, he apparently became |

distracted and failed to return one rod from the 02 to 00
position. The rod remained at that position for several hours
before being discovered and repositioned.

.

The licensee, in a letter dated May 28, 1993, responded to the
above Violation. Their short term corrective actions were to stop
work and brief their crews on the event; require a second checker
to verify rod pulls; increase checking of all rod positions to
twice a shift; and counsel the involved reactor operator. The
long term corrective action revised the Control Rod Drive
Hydraulic System Operating Procedure, OP-8, to ensure that the
shift supervisor, senior control operator, and nuclear engineer
are aware of rod manipulations; require independent verification
that control rods are left in their correct position after
manipulation; and add steps to place the rod worth minimizer in
test when HCus are vented to enable the one-rod-out interlock.
Revision 31 was issued on April 23, 1993, to incorporate this

-
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action. In addition to the above, this event was included in the
1993 LOR Phase 2 training for licensed operators. The inspector,

verified that the above actions had been completed. This appears
to be adequate to prevent repetition of this event.

No other violations or deviations were identified.

3. Maintenance and Surveillance

a. Maintenance Observation (62703) )
The inspectors observed maintenance activities, interviewed

1

personnel, and reviewed records to verify that work was conducted '

in accordance with approved procedures, Technical Specifications,.

and applicable industry codes and standards. The inspectors also |

verified that: redundant components were operable; administrative
controls were followed; tagouts were adequate; personnel were
qualified; correct replacement parts were used; radiological
controls were proper; fire protection was adequate; quality
control hold points were adequate and observed; adequate post-
maintenance testing was performed; and independent verification
requirements were implemented. The inspectors independently i

verified that selected equipment was properly returned to service.
' Outstanding work requests were reviewed to ensure that the

licensee gave priority to safety-related maintenance. The
inspectors observed / reviewed portions of the following maintenance
activities: ;

i

e PM-82-220L 2B NSW Pump Replacement
e PM-91-041 Emergent Structural Repairs SW Bldg.
* PM-91-070 Ul DG SW Piping Replacement !
e PM-91-071 U2 DG SW Piping Replacement

PM-91-070 and PM-91-071 are discussed in paragraph 4a. No
deficiencies associated with the first two modifications were
identified.

b. Equipment Temporary Storage (38702)

The inspector and licensee have identified recurring issues
involving temporary storage. These include unprotected pipe
openings and threads, unidentified material, unsegregated
material, and improper storage. The licensee has responded to
each individual instance but has not been fully effective in
correcting this situation. Approximately 18 months ago, the
licensee established a task force to develop a procedure for
control of in-process materials. On March 3, 1994, Procedure
OAl-128, Control of In-Process Materials, Revision 0, was issued.

On March 11, 1994, the inspector observed a temporary storage area
on the 50 foot level of Unit 2 by the RBCCW heat exchangers which
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was designated a "Q" storage area for Plant Modification, PM 93-
032. The storage area contained a gang box, piping for the
reactor vessel level modification, an air hose, an extension cord,
and other unmarked material. The air hose and extension cord were
stacked on the piping.

The licensee immediately corrected the identified deficiencies
when informed by the inspector. Licensee management toured
various spaces and identified other examples of not meeting
temporary storage requirements. This issue has been discussed
with craft supervisors and the licensee has implemented
management / supervisory tours. The inspector has reviewed the tour
summary reports and noticed that the licensee's efforts have
resulted in some improvement in this area.

c. Surveillance Observation (61726)

The inspectors observed surveillance testing required by Technical
Specifications. Through observation, interviews, and record
review the inspectors verified that: tests conformed to Technical
Specification requirements; administrative controls were followed;
personnel were qualified; instrumentation'was calibrated; and data

.' was accurate and complete. The inspectors independently verified
selected test results and proper return to service of equipment.

The inspector witnessed / reviewed portions of the following
activities:

'

) OPT - 12.2C No. 3 Diesel Generator Monthly Load Test
1 MST-APRM-llW APRM (Ch. A, C, & E) Channel Functional

Test (RPS Inputs)
1 MST-IRM-23R IRM Channels B & D Calibration Test4

OPT 18.1 Refueling Position Interlock Check

No deficiencies were identified during these tests,

d. Review of Maintenance LERs (92700)

(Closed) LER l-93-08, Severe Winter Storm Results in Spurious ESF,

Actuation and a Loss of Off-Site Power.

; On March 13, 1993, while Units 1 and 2 were in cold shutdown,
spurious Emergency Safeguard Features (ESF) system actuations4

occurred on both units. The actuations were caused by on-site'

electrical distribution system voltage depressions. These
depressions were due to the simultaneous loss of two of four
Unit 1 and one of four Unit 2 incoming transmission lines. The
licensee concluded that the loss of the two Unit 1 offsite 230 KV
feedor lines was caused by a faulty weather proofing impregnation
process (Cellon) of wooden transmission poles. The Cellon
application did not thoroughly penetrate the poles, which allowed
the centers to deteriorate. The weakened poles were unable to
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support the high wind loadings and two poles within one mile of I
the switchyard fractured. This allowed one feeder to come in '

contact with an adjacent feeder line causing the site feeder
breakers to trip and lockout. The failure of the support

,

structure also caused deflection of crossing transmission lines I

resulting in the loss of one of four Unit 2 off-site power |

|sources.

A study and thorough inspection of the transmission line support
structures were done by the licensee to ensure-the reliability of
the transmission lines. For Unit 1, the failed and weakened poles

;
have been replaced. Besides the immediate replacement of ,

fractured poles, the balance of weakened poles will be replaced
during the current Unit 2 refueling outage.

On March 16, 1993, as a result of the March 13 winter storm, a
Loss of Off-site Power (LOOP) occurred due to excessive salt
build-up on switchyard insulators. The immediate corrective i

actions taken included cleaning of the switchyard and transformer !
yard equipment and insulators. As the result of an extensive j
study on salt build-up in the switchyard and transformer .

insulators, the licensee decided to use RTV (Room Temperature !
Vulcanizing) Silicon coating of the switchyard insulators to
prevent future salt build-up. This was completed on Unit 1 in
1993 and is scheduled for completion on Unit 2 during the current
outage.

During the March 13 winter storm, the TSC diesel generator shut
down due to fuel supply problems. This resulted in a loss of AC
power to the site (ROLM) phone system battery charger.
Approximately one hour after AC power was lost, Node 2 of the ROLM
phone system became inoperable. This resulted in the loss of the
TSC phones, the Automatic Ringdown (ARD) phone circuits between
the plant control room and TSC, and the ARD circuits between the |
plant control room and the dispatcher at Skaale Energy Control l

Center. An investigation into the cause of the ROLM phone failure
and the associated battery backup system capacity during this
storm was performed. This investigation included a TSC
telecommunication system battery capacity test which revealed that

,

back-up battery capacity would only provide power for i

approximately one hour. To improve the reliability of TSC
communications, an eight-hour battery backup system was installed.

,

1

During the LOOP recovery effort, delays in de-energizing and Irestoring electrical equipment were encountered. A review and
evaluation revealed that these delays resulted from the
inflexibility of the clearance process to allow qualified
personnel, other than plant operations, to switch and tag
appropriate equipment. As a result of the evaluation, training of
all on-shift operators on the execution of the clearance process
during a LOOP event including the dispatcher and Wilmington Area
Transmission Maintenance interface process was performed. In
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| addition, the clearance required to recover from a similar event
'

has been prepared and is ready to be implemented when needed. The
above completed and scheduled actions are adequate to address this
issue and this item is closed.

(Closed) LER l-94-02, Control Building Emergency Air Filtration
Trains Rendered Inoperable by Frozen / Plugged Instrument Air Dryer ,

Line. This event occurred when the instrument air dryer lost its |

|refrigerant charge due to a small leak which resulted in a
moisture buildup in the instrument air lines. The moisture froze i

during extremely cold weather and rendered the CBEAF system |
j inoperable. The dryer was bypassed and the system was returned to i

service upon discovery of this problem. A root cause I

investigation found that this was caused by poor dryer
,

a maintenance.
J

The licensee's corrective action for this item established a
preventive maintenance route to ensure that refrigerant pressure'

is properly maintained. The inspector verified that PM route 12-
M-SL-089 had been established to verify refrigerant pressure on a |

quarterly basis. This action appears adequate to keep refrigerant
pressure within the vendor's recommended range of 33-37 psig |

suction pressure. This completed the corrective actions listed in
the LER. |
(Closed) LER 2-93-07, ADS Relays Energized Due to V0M Improperly |

Set During Performance of an MST. This event occurred when a test ,

technician attempted to perform a monthly channel calibration on |
an RHR pump discharge pressure automatic depressurization system I

(ADS) permissive instrument with the volt / ohm meter (V0M) set on
the OHM scale rather than VDC scale. With the V0M set on the OHM
scale, it acted as a jumper and completed the ADS logic. The

,

operator was aware that this test was being conducted and when he i

received the annunciator, he inhibited ADS from actuating. The l

: licensee's corrective actions for this event included disciplinary
action for the involved individual and discussing the event with
Unit 1 and Unit 2 maintenance personnel to increase their
awareness of the potential for this or a similar occurrence. The,

inspector reviewed the training attendance records and verified
that this event had been included in routine maintenance training.4

The above actions appear appropriate to prevent a recurrence of
this event.4

1

e. 1.icensee Action on Previous Maintenance Findings (92701, 92702)

(Closed) Violation 325,324/92-21-01, Housekeeping Standards Not
Adequately Implemented. This item occurred when mechanics were
found using the 2C conventional service water pump discharge check
valve (2-SW-V23) as a work surface with the valve internals
exposed resulting in maintenance debris introduced to the
internals. The licensee, in letters dated September 21 and>

October 12, 1992, responded to the above violation. The licensee,
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as a result of the above, evaluated their housekeeping and
applicable maintenance procedures and determined that they were
adequate. ACR No. 92-543 was written to document the issue and
the ACR was reviewed with all maintenance crews. The inspector
reviewed the attendance sheets and has not observed additional
examples of working over open surfaces. The inspector concluded
that the licensee's corrective action was effective.

Violations and deviations were not identified.

4. Engineering Support

a. Diesel Generator Service Water Piping Modification (37828)

The licensee's long range service water piping improvement program
includes the replacement of the carbon steel concrete lined piping
that cannot be visually inspected and/or easily repaired, with
copper nickel piping to reduce the long term corrosive effects of
salt water. The scope of this replacement encompasses the supply
piping from the Units 1 and 2 nuclear service water header to each
diesel generator (DG) jacket water cooler and the return piping
from each jacket water cooler to a discharge line tie in outside

! of the DG building.

The above projects are being accomplished through four,

| modification packages which include:

Plant Modification PM 91-070 - Unit 1 DG SW supply lines. An
| underground branch line has been installed from the nuclear
| header, approximately 50 feet north of the DG building to the

basement of the DG building. This piping was installed in 1992
during the Unit 1 outage. A manual isolation valve was installed;

'

on this line in the DG basement. A supply header has recently
been installed that runs north and south along the east basement
wall about 2 feet off the floor. At each DG, a 6 inch branch line,

' will rise through the 23 foot floor slab and terminate in the
motor operated valve / check valve station prior to joining the
Unit 2 ~ ~v1 piping. A common 6 inch line will then supply the
jacket watu cooler. This piping has been installed up to the
MOV/ check valve and was successfully hydrostatically tested on
April 1, 1994.

Plant Modifications PM 92-047 and PM 91-071 - Unit 2 nuclear SW
header tie in. A flanged tie in connector was installed into the
Unit 2 nuclear service water header in No. 4 fuel oil tank storage
room in 1992 during the repair of a leak in the existing nuclear
service water line. A new line has been installed between this
flange and the DG south end basement. This line will enter the DG
basement and run to the north end of the basement with 6 inch
branch lines going up to each DG MOV/ check valve station described
in modification, 91-070. This new piping was installed during
power operation in 1994.

|
|

!

|
-

. - ___
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Plant Modification PM 91-072 - Unit 1 common DG return lines. |

This project will be accomplished after completion of supply )
piping installation.

The above projects were planned and are being accomplished in
phases. The tie in to Unit 1 NSW was done while the system was
out of service during the Unit 1 outage in 1992-93. The tie in to
Unit 2 was accomplished during a system leak repair in 1992. The

,

i piping running up to each DG existing piping was done in January,
| February, and March of 1994, while the units were operating at .

power. The current plan will shift the MOV/ check valve station on
DGs 3 and 4 and tie in the new piping during the current Unit 2
refueling outage (B211RI). DG 1 and 2 piping will be tied in
during refueling outage B110R1 in 1995. The old piping will be
removed after the above outages while the units are at power. The ,

return piping will be installed during the above time but will not I

be tied in until refueling outages 8212R1 and BillRI. !

The inspector observed the installation of the replacement piping
from Unit 1 and Unit 2 Nuclear Service Water Headers as it was
being installed in 1992 and 1993. He observed the at-power piping ;

and pipe support installations on a frequent basis as they i

| progressed in early 1994. He noted that special precautions were
.

| taken by plant operators to permit this work while the units were |
| at power. A standing instruction required frequent inspections by '

I the auxiliary operators and a notification to the shift supervisor
of any change in work scope or schedule to ensure that these
activities did not render a diesel inoperable. The inspector
verified that the above inspections were being made and the
precautions enforced. The inspector also verified that applicable
compensatory measures were established when core drillings
penetrated building walls and fire barriers. The inspector also
noted that parts and material used for this work was properly
stored and protected. The inspector verified that weld rods
associated with the work were of the proper type and maintained in
weld caddies and gas purges were used as needed for pipe welding

i activities. The inspector observed the hydrostatic test on the
! piping and found it to be satisfactory. Overall, the task was

well planned, worked by competent and motivated people and was
completed on time. No significant deficiencies were identified'

during the above work activities.

l b. Safety Parameter Display System

On March 4, 1994, the licensee initiated Adverse Condition
Report (ACR 94-085) to identify and document that the ERFIS
computer (Safety Parameter Display System (SPDS)) does not
meet the system design criteria of NUREG 696, Functional

i Criteria for Emergency Response Facilities or Supplement 1
| to NUREG 737, Clarification of THI Action Plan Requirements.
' NUREG 696 requires the system to have a short term accident

data storage capability of 14 hours (2 hours pre-event and,

!

!
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12 hours post event). The system currently has a 7 hour .

data storage capability. The ACR also identified the fact
that the system does not meet the required 99% (run mode)
availability as required by NUREG 737, Supplement 1.
Currently system run mode availability is between 80 and
85%.

Initial investigation into the issue indicated that this is
not a recent problem, but has been previously identified at
least two previous times by the licensee in ACR 93-059 and
in Non Conformance Report A-89-03. The NRC also identified
these and other initial system deficiencies in the post#

implementation audit of the system conducted in 1989. In a
letter to the NRC dated December 11, 1991, the licensee
reported the SPDS system operable as of October 2,1991, and
certified to fully meet the requirements of NUREG-737,
Supplement 1. In light of the latest ACR, the licensee is
currently researching the issue in an attempt to resolve,

these deficiencies. Based on this ongoing activity, the
inspector will continue to follow the licensee's review and
investigation of this issue. This item is identified as an
Unresolved Item (325,324/94-07-02), SPDS Does Not Meet
Design Criteria.4

c. Review of Engineering Support LERs (92700)

(0 pen) LER l-94-05, (Voluntary) Poter % ' Use of less Conservative
Pressure Temperature Limit Curves.'

On August 17, 1993, a surveillance m.psule was removed from the
Unit I reactor pressure vessel (RPV) for metallurgical analysis.
This capsule was the first capsule removed from either RPV. The
licensee contracted GE to perform the analysis. On February 17,
1994, GE informed the licensee that they believed the capsule they
were examining should have been located in t Wit 2 RPV. The
licensee immediately began an investigation und preliminary
results indicated that the correct capsule was analyzed. Further
review of the GE Nuclear Engineer Design Organization documents
which form the basis of the pressure temperatur: limit (PTL)
curves indicates that the Unit 1 PTL curves may be based on Unit 2
vessel material data and vice-versa. If the above indications are
valid, Unit I may have operated with less conservative PTL curves.
ACR 94-075 was initiated to document this event. The ACR's
corrective actions are focussing on:

* Researching RPV fabrication and turnover records to
determine if a documentation error occurred.

* Reviewing Unit I heatup and cooldown records to determine
compliance with Technical Specifications. Unit 2 data is
not being reviewed as its PTL curves are more conservative.

* Determine corrective actions as necessary.
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Initial heatup and cooldown reviews indicated that one Unit 1>

4
hydrostatic test conducted on January 24, 1991, exceeded the more

' conservative Unit 2 PTL curves by one to two degrees for a' period
of two and one-half hours. No safety limits were exceeded.

The historical review indicated that RPV No. 2471 was set for;

Unit 1 and RPV No. 2472 was set for Unit 2. The surveillance
i specimens were installed into surveillance baskets and designated
i as G1, G2, and G3 for RPV No. 2471 and marked with a binary code-
! representing "38." The capsule removed from Unit I was G1 with a-
' binary code "38." However, the NED0 documents list RPV No. 2471
; as being installed in Unit 2. The licensee believes that the NEDO

documents are incorrect and the construction documentation is
correct. They plan to verify the unit 2 RPV serial number during
the current refueling outage. Initial review by GE indicates that

,

no significant safety issue resulted from the switched curves.2

' The licensee has issued a Standing Instruction requiring both
units to use the more conservative Unit 2 PTL curves until this

; issue can be resolved.

(Closed) LER 2-92-01, Unit 2 Scram During Main Turbine Control
Valve Testing. On February 2, 1992, with reactor power at 80%,
Unit' 2 scrammed while testing the No. 2 Turbine Control Valve
(TCV) during the performance of PT-40.2.5, Turbine Control' Valve

' and Extraction Steam Stop Valve Testing. The' scram occurred due
to the actuation of an EHC Reactor Protection System pressure
switch. A preliminary investigation revealed that the EHC
accumulator piston seals had been subjected .to excessive cyclic
wear due to the hydraulic oscillations in the EHC system. The
oscillations were caused by instability in the EHC system pressure
regulator after the conversion from full arc to partial arc
admission. The investigation revealed that the new valve curves
used for partial arc admission were designed for a reactor output
of 105%. The power uprate modification to 105% had not been
performed which caused the new valve curves to be inaccurate for
the actual operating power level. The resulting turbine,

instability caused TCV oscillations that led to EHC accumulator
seal failure. The licensee's temporary remedial ac'. ion was to
reduce power to a lower level so that TCV No.'4 .irald not open.
The final corrective action was to convert froo 24rtial arc-2 step
to partial arc-3 step admission. The licensee s corrective action
also included maintenance on the accumulators and modifications to
eliminate " noise" in the EHC electronics.

The inspector reviewed the GE Service Report TB.S/N 170X470 for
the Unit 2 EHC system checkout and startup, dated May 29, 1993.
The vendor determined that the modified EHC system was performing
as expected. The inspector attended many of the technical
discussions between the licensee and the vendor to resolve
technical issues.

_ _ _ . _. - - _.
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The inspector also reviewed the following completed WR/Jos for TCV |
hydraulic operators: |

|

92-AGAFI TCV No. 1
93-AFSY1

92-AGATI TCV No. 2
93-AFSZ1

92-AGAK1 TCV No. 3 |

93-AFTAl

92-AGAll TCV No. 4
93-AFTB1

I

The inspector found that the WR/J0s were adequate and the licensee
,

work performed during the outage was acceptable. The EHC system |
was tested and performed well during startup. The system operated -

satisfactorily after the final adjustments and system tuning
during startup. This item is closed.

I

| Violations and deviations were not identified.
|

5. Plant Support
|

'

a. Radiological Controls (71707)

The inspectors verified that the licensee's HP policies and
| procedures were followed. This included routine observation of HP

practices and a review of area surveys, radiation work permits,
posting and instrument calibration. No deficiencies were
identified.

b. Unit 2 RHR System Decontamination (71707)
,

To reduce personnel exposure, the licensee has implemented an
aggressive decontamination program. This program includes the
removal of the active corrosion product layer on the interior
surfaces of piping and components. This removal will reduce local
and area radiation levels and improve personnel accessibility for
routine and outage work activities. These activities have been

| underway for the past two years and have included the
l decontamination of the reactor recirculation system piping on both

units and the Unit 1 RHR system piping.

| The decontamination of Unit 1 RHR piping was performed after the
unit had been in an extended shutdown and a very low heat removal'

demand existed. Due to constraints that exist during the upcoming
Unit 2 refueling outage, B211R1, i.e. replacement of four RHR
valves, core shroud repairs, jet pump hold down beam replacement,,

i in vessel inspections, and refueling, the licensee determined that
| waiting until the fuel was removed from the vessel would add at

|

|
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least seven days to the outage and result in added exposure to
personnel involved in work activities. Based on the added
exposure and cost of extending the outage, the licensee performed

.' an engineering evaluation and a probablistic safety assessment to ,

determine if they could decontaminate the RHR system prior to the !

Unit 2 shutdown. |,

EER 93-0640 documented the acceptability of installing temporary
valves to isolate the RHR system from the chemical decontamination4

unit; evaluated the effects of the chemicals on seal materials of I

the RHR pump and shaft seals and determined the acceptability of
performing this process with Unit 2 on line at 100% power. This

,

EER also included the 10 CFR 50.59 evaluation and the risk.

assessment for accomplishing this task on line.

The inspector reviewed EER 93-0640 including the associated risk
assessment and 10 CFR 50.59 evaluation. Additionally, the
inspector held discussions with the. engineer who performed these
assessments and with the system engineers and team members

i assigned to accomplish this task. All questions and apparent
concerns were answered satisfactorily. The inspector also

|

attended the licensee's presentation to NRC Regional Management on |
this issue on January 24, 1994, in the Atlanta regional office.
The inspector attended the PNSC meeting where this issue was

,

presented on February 10, 1994. Several questions and concerns
were voiced by the PNSC. Each of these concerns were ;
satisfactorily addressed prior to final approval of this process. |

The inspector noted that the PNSC review of this issue appeared to |
.

be comprehensive. |

After reaching a conclusion that this task could be safely |
performed while the unit was at power, the licensee developed '

,

special procedures and assigned a task force to perform this task.;

The special procedures included:
;

- 2SP-93-072 - Set Up of Chemical Decontamination Equirment
- 2SP-93-073 - A-loop Decontamination
- 2SP-93-074 - B-loop Decontamination

|The task force assigned to accomplish this task included day and
night shift teams composed of dedicated project managers and-

1 supervisors from the E&RC area, auxiliary operators, mechanical
and electrical maintenance, technical support system engineers,
health physics, craft labor, and vendor equipment representatives.
These people had no other duties during the time they were
assigned to this project.

System recovery and contingency plans were developed and
implemented to allow for rapid response to a potential event and<

provide for timely recovery of the RHR system if required. All of.

the personnel assigned to this project were given training on the
systems and associated project procedures. In addition to the

,
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above, measures were established to guard ESF systems while the
above project was being accomplished.

The inspector reviewed the above procedures and verified that
appropriate measures were in place and implemented during the
project to guard ESF systems and allow timely restoration of the
RHR system if required.

The decontamination of RHR Loop-B commenced on March 5 and was
completed on March 8. RHR Loop-A commenced on March 12 and was
completed on March 14. No significant problems were encountered
during these tasks. The 30cm, dose reduction factors on Loop-B
ranged from 1.2 up to 3.7 with an average of 2.6. The same
readings on Loop-A ranged from 1.2 to 5.6 with an average of 2.9.
The licensee's calculations determined that .6 curies of
contamination was removed from Loop-B and .8 curies was removed
from Loop-A.

The inspector observed the initial set up and connection of the
vendor supplied equipment to the RHR system. He held discussions
with the assigned project managers, the system engineers, and
assigned technicians while the portable equipment was being
installed, connected, operated, and disconnected. The assigned
personnel appeared to be very knowledgeable on their respective
portions and the overall project. The assigned support personnel
provided timely and effective response to the only problem, a
small leak on a skid mounted heater, when it occurred. Overall,
this project was well planned, effectively managed, and
accomplished well within the planned time limit without problems.
This project resulted in a significant reduction in the radiation
level in the RHR system areas and should contribute n eduction
in radiation exposure during the upcoming outage and auring future
plant operations. The licensee's planning and execution of this
project is considered a strength,

c. Security (71707)

The inspectors verified by general observations that: the
security organization was properly manned and security personnel
were capable of performing their assigned functions; persons and
packages were checked prior to entry into the PA; vehicles were
properly authorized, searched and escorted within the PA; persons
within the PA displayed photo identification badges; personnel in
vital areas were authorized; effective compensatory measures were
employed when required; and security's response to threats or
alarms was adequate. No deficiencies were identified.

d. Housekeeping (71707)

The inspectors also observed plant housekeeping controls, verified
position of certain containment isolation valves, checked
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clearances and verified the operability of onsite and offsite
emergency power sources.

During recent plant tours, the inspector has noted that area-
painting and general upkeep has been slowly deteriorating in
Unit 2. While Unit I has vigorously pursued general area
decontamination, a vigorous painting and overall preservation
program, it appears.that Unit 2 has. decided to defer these items
for the upcoming outage. The inspector discussed these
observations with several Unit-2 managers and supervisors. They
indicated that they were aware of these conditions and plan to
address them during the current refueling outage.

As a result of the above, the inspector reviewed security access
records to determined the amount of time the managers and
supervisors responsible for Unit 2 were actually spending in their
assigned plant spaces. This review found that over the past two
and a half months, several of these managers had not toured all
spaces in their unit and several had spent less than I hour per
month in their assigned unit spaces. The inspector provided this
information to the Site Vice President for his review.

Violations and deviations were not identified.

6. Other Areas (76000)

a. Nuclar Safety Review Committee (40500)

The inspector attended a regular meeting of the NSRC on March 14.
The agenda at the meeting included:

'

- Review of minutes of previous meetings
- Review of action item status
- Review of upcoming meeting schedule
- Presentation on Unit 1 and Unit 2 operations status by the

unit managers
- A presentation on the following technical issues by the

responsible managers:
e Unit 2 shutdown outage safety assessmant
e EDBS/ Configuration control
e Storage of high activity radwaste
e NAD assessments

Oversite of vendor QA programe
- Review of LERs, violations, etc.

NAD activities-

- Nuclear safety review independent review
- Member comments and observations
- Summary of recommendations

This meeting lasted for approximately 8 hours. The inspector attended
for approximately 3 hours and noted that the presentations produced
frank and open discussions among the committee membership. The outside
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members offered several comments and recommendations on issues that were
presented. The inspector noted that the outside members provided added
value to this organization by bringing a different perspective to the ;

committee.
! i

|
| b. Nuclear Safety Oversite Committee (40500)
| |

| The inspector attended a regular meeting of the NSOC on March 15. |

The agenda included the following: )

e Review and approval of minutes
e Industry, CP&L, and NGG items of interest ;

e Corporate improvement initiatives
* NGG goals and standards on backlogs
e NGG employee survey results and action items
e Brunswick plant status, Unit I restart, Unit 2 outage
e Harris plant status, upcoming-refueling outage
o H.B. Robinson plant status, plant improvement program,

discussion of recent events, report on action items, and
expectations of shift technical advisors

e Member comments
e Brunswick plant tours for NSOC members.

This meeting lasted for approximately 7 hours including a working
lunch. Mr. K. R. McKee, an outside member, and W. Cavanaugh,
President - CP&L, did not attend the meeting. Other topics that
arose during the meeting included industry initiatives associated
with the Regulatory Burden Initiative; Thermolag and positions
being developed by the industry on this issue and how this issue
will impact CP&L. Several of the presentations appeared to focus
on reducing expenditures and the need to become more cost
competitive with other utilities and independent power producers.
Overall, presentations made to the committee were timely and well
prepared. The inspector was very impressed with the level of
participation, the depth of questions, and comments from the
outside committee members. They are a definite asset to the
committee and should provide assistance to the licensee in their
pursuit of improved performance.

c. Plant Nuclear Safety Committee (40500)

The inspector attended the PNSC meetings conducted on March 17 and
24. The inspector verified that a quorum was present. The March
17 meeting agenda included:

- Special Report 1-94-02 Delayed restoration of diesel
generator building fire seal

- LER l-94-05 (voluntary) Reversal of Unit 1 and Unit 2 heat-
up/cooldown curves

- LER 2-94-03 Personnel contamination monitor
panel cover falling against relay
causing a PCIS Group 10 isolation
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, - Violation 94-02-02 Response to violation involving a
loss of shutdown cooling,

' Technical specification administrative change request-

- Review of responses to Unit 2 outage shutdown risk
assessment

The inspector noted active participation by all PNSC members. The
only comments on the proposed-special report and LERs were
editorial in nature.

The issue involving the loss of shutdown cooling was discussed in
detail. The Unit 2 plant manager assigned an action item to
determine and evaluate the losses of shutdown cooling that have
occurred in the past 2 years and the effectiveness of correctivei

i actions taken to prevent recurrence.

The PNSC action items on the outage risk assessment were discussed
in depth. Several of the issue resolutions were accepted and some
were sent back for further evaluation and action.

The inspector noted that several excellent questions were asked
and the members appeared to be actively challenging the issue
presenters and requiring the right answers.

The March 24 meeting agenda included:

- Response to Violation 325,324/94-01-01
i - Review of procedure OPT 40.2.9 turbine stop and control
j valve test

~

Unit 2 core shroud modification-

- Corrective action plan trend review
- Monthly temporary modification report
- PNSC open action items on Unit I shutdown risk assessment

There was very active participation and discussion by all members
on the above issue. Several of these items did not require PNSC
approval but were presented at the PNSC request to keep them1

informed on special planned tests or upcoming outage activities.
The inspector was impressed with the amount and detail of the
questions asked and issues raised by the PNSC.

The inspectors reviewed the minutes for those meetings not
attended to confirm that decisions and recommendations were
reflected in the minutes and followup of corrective actions was
completed. There were no concerns identified relative to the PNSC
meetings attended. The resolution of safety issues presented
during these meetings was considered to be acceptable.

Violations and deviations were not identified.

,
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d. Plant Management Review Meeting (30702)

The inspector attended the plant management review meeting on
March 22. This meeting is a monthly presentation of the plant
status, performance, and issues to senior corporate management.
The agenda for this meeting included a plant financial review, the
status of Units 1 and 2, the planned Unit 2 refueling outage, and
the performance of Nuclear Engineering, Technical Support,.
Operations, Maintenance, and Nuclear Assessment. These meetings
are held monthly at each nuclear site to keep senior management
informed of each site's performance, plans, and permit corporate
to communicate or address issues and expectations. The inspector
noted that BNP appears to be meeting the majority of their goals,
and it appears that adequate funding is being provided to complete
planned plant projects and upgrades. It appeared that all
presenters were well prepared and able to address issues that were
brought up in the meeting. The inspector found this to be a
meaningful update on plant projects and future corporate and site

| plans,

e. Harassment and Intimidation Training

The licensee provided training on how to maintain compliance with
Section 211 of the Energy Reorganization Act and 10 CFR 50.7 and
50.70 to first line supervisors and above. The training was
conducted by the Corporate Legal Department in six separate
sessions. It focussed on Section 211 and 10 CFR 50.7 which
protect individuals from discrimination for having identified an
alleged violation of NRC requirements, for having participated in
an NRC proceeding, for raising safety issues, and for other
protected activities. The inspector attended one of the March
23rd sessions. The training consisted of describing various
activities which could be included in the above Regulations,
corporate expectations and policies, and supervisory
responsibilities in dealing with these situations. The course
instructors covered a broad range of examples and solicited class
participation. The Site Vice Presideot made opening remarks which
reinforced management's support. The inspector found that this
training was well developed and provided supervisors with a needed
insight in this area.

7. Exit Interview (30703)

The inspection scope and findings were summarized on April 4, with those
persons indicated in paragraph 1. The inspectors described the areas

,

inspected and discussed in detail the inspection findings in the
summary. Dissenting comments were not received from the licensee.
Proprietary information is not contained in this report.

|

!

|
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Item Number Description / Reference Paraaraoh

325,324/94-07-01 Violation - Failure to Implement Procedures
j (paragraph 2,d)

j; 325,324/94-07-02 URI - SPDS Does Not Meet Design. Criteria
(paragraph 4,b),

j 8. Acronyms and Initialisms

'. ACR Adverse Condition Report
I

'

: ADS Automatic Depressurization System
A0 Auxiliary Operator:

: BSEP Brunswick Steam Electric Plant
| CBEAF Control Building Energency Air. Filters

CRD Control Rod Drive,

CT Current Transformer
] CQA Corporate Quality Assurance j
1 DG Diesel Generator 1

| EHC Electro Hydraulic Control System
; ESF Engineered Safety Feature
i F Degrees Fahrenheit
1 FTE Full Time Equivalent
i HCU Hydraulic Control Unit
j HP Health Physics
: HPCI High Pressure Coolant Injection
. HVAC Heating Ventilation and Air Conditioning
? I&C Instrumentation and Control
? IE NRC Office of Inspection and Enforcement
'
; IFI Inspector Followup' Item.
1 IPBS Integrated Planning, Budgeting and Scheduling
: LCO Limiting Conditions for'0peration
! LER Licensee Event Report
i LOCA Loss of Coolant. Accident ,

I LOOP Loss of Off-Site Power
! MCC Motor Control Center

mR/hr Millirem Per Hour
i MST Maintenance Surveillance Test
i NAD Nuclear Assessment Department
| NED Nuclear Engineering Department
:j NED0 (GE) Nuclear Engineering Design Organization
| NGG Nuclear Generation Group

NRC Nuclear Regulatory Commission
i NS0C Nuclear Safety Oversite Committee

NSRC Nuclear Safety Review Committee
OM&M Outage Management & Modification
ONS Onsite Nuclear Safety,

0PT Both Units Performance Test
i PA Protected Area

PM Plant Modification
PNSC ?lant Nuclear Safety Committee

: PTL Pressure Temperature Limit
!

i

:

I
|
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QA Quality Assurance
QC Quality Control
RBCCW Reactor Building Closed Cooling Water
RFP Reactor Feed Pump
RHR Residual Heat Removal
RPV Reactor Pressure Vessel
SFP Spent Fuel Pool
SIT Site Investigation Team
STA Shift Technical Advisor
SW Service Water
TCV Turbine Control Valve
TS Technical Specification
URI Unresolved Item
UT Ultrasonic Testing
V0M Volt / ohm Meter
WR/JO Work Request / Job Order

-


